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Increasing Voluntary Myoelectric Training Time
Through Game Design

Christian Garske , Matthew Dyson , Sigrid Dupan , Graham Morgan,
and Kianoush Nazarpour , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract— In virtual prosthetic training research, serious1

games have been investigated for over 30 years. However,2

few game design elements are used and assessed for their3

effect on the voluntary adherence and repetition of the4

performed task. We compared two game-based versions5

of an established myoelectric-controlled virtual prosthetic6

training task with an interface without game elements of7

the same task [for video, see (Garske, 2022)]. Twelve limb-8

intact participants were sorted into three groups of com-9

parable ability and asked to perform the task as long as10

they were motivated. Following the task, they completed a11

questionnaire regarding their motivation and engagement12

in the task. The investigation established that participants13

in the game-based groups performed the task significantly14

longer when more game design elements were implemented15

in the task (medians of 6 vs. 9.5 vs. 14 blocks for groups16

with increasing number of different game design elements).17

The participants in the game-based versions were also more18

likely to end the task out of fatigue than for reasons of19

boredom or frustration, which was verified by a fatigue20

analysis of the myoelectric signal. We demonstrated that the21

utilization of game design methodically in virtual myoelec-22

tric training tasks can support adherence and duration of a23

virtual training, in the short-term. Whether such short-term24

enhanced engagement would lead to long-term adherence25

remains an open question.26

Index Terms— Motivation, engagement, prosthetics, seri-27

ous games.28
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I. INTRODUCTION 29

ENGAGEMENT is a key factor in adherence to med- 30

ical exercise regimen. However, adherence of patients 31

to interventions remains a challenge in rehabilitative medi- 32

cine [1]. Rehabilitation in general is a process that needs time 33

and consistency to reach its full potential. Serious games can 34

enhance motivation and facilitate adherence to therapy [2], 35

[3], [4]. For example, research on the utilization of serious 36

games in stroke rehabilitation has shown significant benefits 37

to the users including an increase in the number of performed 38

repetitions [5]. 39

Likewise, the use of serious games for training upper- 40

limb prosthesis use has been considered for more than 41

30 years [6]. However, existing approaches vary significantly 42

and published literature are not founded on established game 43

design principles explicitly [7]. The prosthetic research that 44

does intentionally incorporate motivational principles in their 45

game design [6], [8], [9] predominately falls back onto the 46

works of Lepper and Malone [10], [11] and Flatla et al. [12], 47

who consolidated Malone’s motivational principles with other 48

sources into game design principles. 49

Malone et al. [11] distinguished individual and interper- 50

sonal motivations with the former comprising challenge, 51

curiosity, control and fantasy. Specifically, 52

• challenge dictates that the difficulty should be appropriate 53

for the player to avoid frustration and/or boredom; 54

• curiosity can be evoked by sensory stimuli, e.g. sounds, 55

and cognitive stimuli, e.g. riddles; 56

• control can incorporate a long list of factors, e.g. the 57

responsiveness of the environment to the player’s choices 58

and a feeling power and agency; and 59

• fantasy includes the representation of the task at hand and 60

serves to make it more interesting and fun in an aesthetic 61

and emotional capacity. 62

Malone et al. [11] further described interpersonal motivations 63

as competition, cooperation and recognition. These factors 64

depend on other people and can lead to strong intrinsic and 65

extrinsic motivational effects. 66

Flatla et al. [12] also focused on four key design principles: 67

challenge, theme, reward and progress, with challenge being 68

an overarching principle, in harmony with the literature [11], 69

[13], [14]. Rewards reinforce behavioural patterns [12]. They 70

can be used as a tool to keep the player engaged short-term 71

and long-term, or as feedback [1], [15]. Positive feedback is 72

more effective for motivation, motor learning as well as the 73

feeling of competence [15]. 74
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A more sensory oriented principle is called theme [12]75

which incorporates the motivational principle of fantasy [11].76

This principle does not necessarily affect any game mechanics,77

but is incorporated via the aesthetic representation and theme78

of the game and is therefore present in most games. It can79

provide a more engaging experience for that player than the80

base task by providing an interesting surrounding and also81

enhance the feeling of immersion to the game’s world. This82

can take the player’s focus away from their own body and83

onto the task, which can be beneficial for motor learning [16].84

Immersion furthermore feeds into the state of “Flow”, in which85

the attention is focused on the task and the user has an86

enjoyable experience [17].87

This article is the first to compare the use of game design88

principles applied to one task in the context of myoelectric89

control as well as to relate these to survey results and phys-90

iological measures. Specifically, we utilise the game design91

principles of challenge, sensory curiosity, control, and fantasy92

while focusing on retaining the task and therefore the mech-93

anism with which the benefit of training is delivered [18].94

We hypothesized that adding game design elements to a95

given myoelectric task can increase the user engagement and96

motivate them to voluntarily perform this task for longer.97

II. METHODS98

A. Participants99

Twelve adult limb-intact people took part in this exper-100

iment. Previous research shows that there is no significant101

difference in the gaming behaviour of people with or with-102

out disabilities [19] and therefore the motivational effect103

of game elements is expected to be comparable for both104

population groups. All participants were students or employees105

of Newcastle University and the University of Edinburgh.106

Five participants had previous experience of myoelectric con-107

trol. Approval was granted by the local ethics committee at108

Newcastle University (ref. 15266/2018). All participants gave109

informed written consent.110

B. Setup111

A Shimmer EMG unit (Shimmer Research Ltd., Ireland)112

was used to record the electromyography (EMG) signals from113

the dominant forearm targeting flexor carpi radialis (FCR)114

and extensor carpai ulnaris (ECU). We used disposable wet115

snap electrodes (otometrics, Natus Nicolet, UK). Furthermore,116

a Shimmer GSR+ unit was attached to the index and middle117

fingers of the non-dominant hand by reusable snap electrodes118

embedded in a hook-and-loop fastener band. This was used to119

record the galvanic skin response (GSR) during the experiment120

as a measurement for the emotional arousal to indicate the121

level of engagement of the participant [20], [21].122

Both Shimmer units were linked to the recording setup via123

Bluetooth. The recording machine was an Alienware M15124

Ryzen™ edition R5 gaming laptop (AMD Ryzen™ 7 5800H,125

NVIDIA Geforce RTX 3070, 16GB DDR4). The EMG signals126

were sampled at 1024 Hz and band-pass filtered (30-500 Hz)127

via the Shimmer API. We calculated the game control sig-128

nals by smoothing the absolute value of the EMG signal129

over a 750ms window, in line with Dyson et al. [22] and130

Fig. 1. The base task loop: the player stayed in the rest zone for 1s, had
750ms to reach the target, 750ms to stay in the target and then relaxed
to return to the rest zone. A depiction of the whole task space with all
targets is shown in the center.

Pistohl et al. [23] for responsive movement and a sufficiently 131

smooth output signal. The screen was updated at 50Hz. 132

C. Task 133

The game was created by the lead author using Unity Game 134

Engine (Unity Technologies, Inc), as detailed in Section II-D. 135

All utilized virtual assets were freely available in the Unity 136

Asset Store. The participant controlled a cursor (or avatar) in 137

a V-shaped task using the two input EMG channels. The input 138

is mapped to the x- and y-coordinates of a cursor in a task 139

space that is equivalent to the first quadrant of a Cartesian 140

coordinate system rotated counterclockwise by 45◦. This task 141

replicates abstract decoding, a myoelectric control scheme 142

which has been tested in both in limb-intact and limb-different 143

participants [22], [24]. Figure 1 illustrates the task space as 144

well as the task loop. 145

The participant was tasked to move the cursor from the 146

resting position and reach a circular target within 750ms (the 147

reach phase) before the scoring starts. Then they have to 148

remain in the target for the remaining 750ms of the duration 149

of their appearance (the hold phase). Following each trial, 150

participants received a score between 0% to 100%, which 151

reflected how long they kept the cursor within or touching 152

the target area during the hold phase. Each block contained 153

48 trials. The task space comprised twelve targets as depicted 154

in the center of Figure 1. Each target appeared 4 times per 155

block in a pseudo-randomized order. 156

D. Software 157

A prototype was developed in the Unity Game Engine. 158

It connected to the Shimmer devices, enabled signal condition- 159

ing and incorporated three implementations of the myoelectric 160

task. The interfaces contained an increasing amount of game 161

design elements from the basic over the static to the dynamic 162

interface, as shown in Figure 2. Each interface contains the 163

elements implemented in the previous one and has some 164

elements added to it. A video demonstration is available 165

online [25] and a detailed description of each interface follows: 166

167
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Fig. 2. Increasing number of game design elements included in the
different interfaces.

1) Basic Interface: This interface presented the task in its168

most basic form. On a neutral background (black), the small169

quadrant representing the rest zone was always visible and170

the circular targets appear as they are presented. The start171

and the end of the each trial was cued with a beep. At the172

end of each block, the average hold score for the block was173

displayed as a percentage. No specific game design principles174

were incorporated.175

2) Static Interface: We enhanced the visuals in the static176

interface to incorporate the fantasy and curiosity game design177

principles, as explained in the introduction. However, it retains178

the perceived static nature of the basic interface. Specifically,179

the environment was a rocky caldera and the user controlled180

a flying dragon. Targets were a circular array of gemstones.181

The player was tasked to collect gemstones when flying over182

them. These gems reappeared almost instantly during the reach183

and hold phases, so that the player had an incentive to stay184

within the target during the hold phase. The collection of a185

gem triggered a popping sound and added points to the total186

score of the current block on the bottom of the screen, which187

acted as a simple reward and feedback system. The scoring188

was changed from an average percentage score to a point score189

depending on the number of collected gems.190

3) Dynamic Interface: We aimed for a more dynamic envi-191

ronment in this interface by adding two game design princi-192

ples: challenge and competition. The participant’s avatar was193

the same dragon as in the static interface, but it was designed194

as an endless runner, i.e. consistently flying through the valley.195

The interface also included energetic music.196

The targets were presented as a row of gems that appeared197

at the far end of the valley. The first layer of gems intersected198

with the dragon’s plane after 0.75s and the last layer of gems199

passed this plane 0.75s later. As such, the interface matched200

the basic and the static interface in terms of timings, but the201

dynamic nature of this interface made this presentation of the202

task feel more fast-paced and therefore more challenging.203

Participants could see the current point score of each target204

column at the bottom of the screen as well as a score mul-205

tiplier, which changed according to the players performance,206

as shown in Figure 3a. At the end of each trial, the current207

score was added to the total score and displayed on the screen.208

After each block, the participant saw their block statistics,209

including a breakdown of their points, bonus points and210

information about their crashes, their highest multiplier and 211

their longest streak of that multiplier. They were then shown 212

the current top 5 high score list with pregenerated entries or 213

their current and previous scores, if higher. 214

Finally, the participant had the choice to adjust the difficulty 215

level of the following block as per Figure 3b. On higher 216

difficulty levels, the participant encountered a number of 217

obstacles between the targets. These obstacles included a lava 218

wave, which forced the player to move the dragon out of the 219

rest zone, and a spiky gem in one of the target positions. 220

When hit, both the the lava wave and the spiky gem reduced 221

the current multiplier to 1. The spiky gem however had very 222

valuable collectable gems around it as an incentive to just 223

barely avoid the obstacle. 224

E. Protocol 225

The experiment comprised a baseline GSR recording, the 226

calibration of the EMG signal, a trial run for assigning 227

participants to the three interfaces, the open-ended task and 228

a final questionnaire. The experimental protocol is depicted in 229

Figure 3c. 230

For an estimation of the baseline GSR signal, the participant 231

was asked to relax for two minutes. The GSR signal was 232

sampled at 50Hz. Before starting the blocks, we calculated 233

the mean absolute value (MAV) of the EMG signals x over a 234

750ms window. We calibrated the control signal xcal according 235

to [23] with: 236

xcal = x − xmin

xmax − xmin
237

where xmin is the EMG MAV at rest and xmax denoted a com- 238

fortable contraction, i.e. 10-20% of the maximum voluntary 239

contraction. During the calibration, the participant was shown 240

a simple bar representation of their input signal (see second 241

step in Figure 3c). The calibrated signals xcal were used to 242

control the task. For a right-handed participant, the calibrated 243

signal of the flexor and extensor EMG channels controlled the 244

cursor proportionally along the left and right axis, respectively. 245

For a left-handed participant the channels were reversed. 246

In the trial run, all participants experienced the basic inter- 247

face after a brief verbal instruction on the task. The average 248

score of the trial run was used to assign the participant 249

to one of three statistically comparable groups. Specifically, 250

the difference in mean baseline performance was minimized 251

between groups [24]. Groups 1 to 3 continued with the basic, 252

the static and the dynamic interfaces, respectively. 253

The participants performed the task with the corresponding 254

interface for a voluntary amount of blocks. The experimenter 255

was in the same room seated to the side and behind the 256

participant, outside of the participant’s central field of view. 257

They could stop at the end of each block, be it out of 258

boredom or frustration or other reasons. Finally, they were 259

asked to complete an adapted Intrinsic Motivation Inventory 260

(IMI) [26], which quantified four scales, namely “Enjoy- 261

ment/Interest”, “Perceived Competence”, “Effort/Importance” 262

and “Pressure/Tension” with varying number of statements. 263

A full list of statements can be found in the Supplementary 264

Material. For each statement, the participant indicated their 265
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Fig. 3. (a) Multiplier behaviour during the main game loop in the dynamic interface, (b) difficulty choice after each block of the dynamic interface
and (c) experimental protocol comprising the setup, the calibration, the trial run, the grouped task and the questionnaire.

agreement on a 7-point Likert scale [27]. Additionally, the266

participants were asked why they stopped the experiment and267

whether anything about the task stood out to them, positively268

or negatively.269

F. Analysis270

The primary metric used to measure voluntary training time271

was the time spent in the training in terms of the number272

of blocks. Furthermore, the average score for each of the273

subscales of the Intrinsic Motivation Inventory was calculated274

for each participant and the median taken over these averages275

for each interface. We estimated muscle fatigue by calculating276

the the mean frequency of the EMG signal’s power spectrum in277

the last 20 seconds of each block [28]. A linear regression was278

performed to estimate the trend of the fatigue development.279

Finally, the reasons for stopping the experiment from each280

participant were sorted into thematic groups using the thematic281

framework approach [29].282

G. GSR283

Due to the nature of this physiological reaction, a response284

to stimuli only appears 1-3 seconds after the appearance of a285

stimulus, reaches the peak after another 1-3 seconds and has286

a half-recovery time of 2-10 seconds [30]. Our task was fast-287

paced with a target appearing as quickly as every 2.5 seconds.288

As such our GSR signal were too slow to be meaningful.289

Currently we are exploring how to better utilise GSR signals.290

Lack of data from GSRs does not change the outcome of the291

research presented in this paper.292

H. Statistical Analysis293

Statistical Analysis was performed in MATLAB (Math-294

works, MA, USA). The tests used were Kruskal-Wallis-tests295

TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF THE AGE DISTRIBUTION, THE SEX AND THE PREVIOUS

EXPERIENCE WITH MYOELECTRIC CONTROL SCHEMES OF THE

PARTICIPANTS IN THE THREE INTERFACE GROUPS

and Mann-Whitney-U-tests between all groups and pairwise, 296

respectively. These non-parametric tests were chosen due to 297

the small sample size of the groups. 298

III. RESULTS 299

Participants were assigned to the three interface groups 300

according to their performance in the trial run. The median 301

of the individual mean trial run hold scores was 31.88%. 302

Upon assignment, the mean scores were 30.15%, 29.89% 303

and 37.21% in the three groups, respectively, which did not 304

show a significant difference (Kruskal-Wallis-Test, χ2 = 0.27, 305

p = 0.8741, d f = 2). Table I shows the age distribution, 306

as well as the ratios of the participants’ sex and previous 307

myoelectric control experience. 308

A. Voluntary Training Time as Measurement of 309

Engagement 310

The voluntary training time was measured by the number 311

of blocks performed by the participants in each interface 312

group after the trial run. We observed a significant differ- 313

ence in the number of blocks between the three interfaces 314

(Kruskal-Wallis-Test, χ2 = 7.09, p = 0.0289, d f = 2), 315

as shown in Figure 4a. A post-hoc test revealed a significant 316
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Fig. 4. (a) Distribution of the number of task blocks performed for each interface, (b) number of responses in the shown categories of participants’
reasons for stopping the experiment and (c) example of the mean frequency of the power spectrum of one participant’s EMG signal for both recorded
channels.

difference between the basic and the dynamic interface group317

(p = 0.0215).318

B. Reasons for Stopping the Experiment319

Participants were asked why they chose to stop playing320

at the end of the experiment. We categorized their answers321

into 6 themes, namely a feeling of boredom, a feeling of322

either muscle or mental fatigue, a perceived lack of skill,323

the impression that a plateau in performance was reached,324

satisfaction with the achieved level of performance, and a325

lack of time. Figure 4b shows the frequencies of the respective326

results for the different interfaces. Specifically, all participants327

in the dynamic interface group reported fatigue as the reason328

for stopping the game, with three people indicating muscle329

fatigue and the fourth person mental fatigue. Likewise, two330

participants in the static interface group reported muscle331

fatigue. We therefore conducted a muscle fatigue analysis332

to reveal any slowing of the EMG power spectrum, which is333

a classic signature of muscle fatigue [28]. Four out of the six334

participants who indicated muscle fatigue as being the primary335

reason to stop the training showed strong signs of muscle336

fatigue in at least one EMG channel, see Figure 1 in the337

Supplementary Materials. Figure 4c shows the slowing of338

the power spectrum, with the progression of blocks, in the339

EMG data for a representative participant of the dynamic340

interface group.341

C. IMI342

Figure 5a shows the medians and standard deviations of343

IMI scores in all statements belonging to each subscale.344

The IMI scores of the first subscale, namely Inter- 345

est/Enjoyment, showed a significant difference between the 346

three interface groups (Kruskal-Wallis-Test, χ2 = 8.25, 347

p = 0.0162, d f = 2). Removing the outlier clearly visible in 348

Figure 5a does not change the outcome of this test (χ2 = 8.34, 349

p = 0.0155, d f = 2). Post-hoc analysis revealed that this 350

difference was caused by the significant difference between 351

the IMI scores in interface groups 1 and 2 ( p = 0.0138). 352

The subscales of Perceived Competence, Effort/Importance 353

and Pressure/Tension did not show any differences between 354

interface groups ( p > 0.05). 355

Scores for Perceived Competence showed a positive cor- 356

relation to the average achieved scores of the participants, 357

independent of interface group (r = 0.84, p < 0.01) as shown 358

in Figure 5b. 359

D. Participant Feedback 360

Furthermore, participants shared their feedback of the task 361

and whether anything stood out positively or negative to them. 362

The results are shown in Table II. All responses were grouped 363

into positive and negative responses as well as suggestions for 364

changes in the software or the presentation. 365

IV. DISCUSSION 366

This experiment revealed the positive impact of adopting 367

game design principles in increasing the time that partici- 368

pants engage with a virtual myoelectric training environment 369

voluntarily. 370

The answers regarding the reasons of the participants for 371

stopping the experiment support the motivational aspects of 372
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TABLE II
PARTICIPANT FEEDBACK DURING AND AFTER THE EXPERIMENT

Fig. 5. (a) Median IMI scores for each interface group separated by
subscale and (b) participants’ highest hold scores plotted against their
average score in the Perceived Competence subscale.

introducing a task in a game-based interface. Most notably,373

the responses show a steady increase in the Fatigue group374

over the three interface groups. In other words, participants375

were more inclined to perform a given task until they felt376

physical (or mental) tiredness in a game-like environment and377

were less likely to stop for reasons of boredom or frustration.378

Furthermore, the feeling that a plateau in skill was reached379

did not occur in the dynamic interface group, however it380

did occur in participants of the other groups over a range381

of individual performances. This is likely due to the game382

elements introduced that allow the player to reach higher and 383

higher scores when they progress through the training. 384

Eliciting a feeling of progression throughout the virtual 385

training experience seems to play a role to reduce the feeling of 386

reaching a plateau and therefor the chance of people aborting 387

their training sessions early. However, it is important for the 388

users of the training software not to overexert themselves, 389

as this speeds up the onset of fatigue. This in turn reduces the 390

quality of the EMG signal during training for the participant 391

and the amount of repetitions they are able to perform. There- 392

fore, a clinical use of unsupervised virtual prosthetic training 393

may require a fatigue measure and appropriate feedback. 394

Two participants stopped the experiment due to a feeling of 395

lacking the skill. This observation highlights that any training 396

interface intended for clinical use should include adjustable 397

difficulty settings to suit the user’s individual needs and 398

thereby prolong engagement. 399

A. User Feedback 400

The participants’ feedback on their respective interfaces 401

gave more insight into what aspects of the training engaged 402

them more and what aspects might have been detrimental to 403

their motivation. A response that gives a clear indicator of why 404

the first group would show shorter training times is that the 405

task was deemed boring. However, a repetitive rehabilitation 406

task can get boring even when motivational design elements 407

have been added, as a response of one participant of the 408

dynamic group shows, but this happened notably later in the 409

training. 410

The change in visual aspects were positively commented 411

on as well as the sound effects. These positive reactions are 412

likely to have led to the increase in the “interest/enjoyment” 413

subscale of the IMI. Considering that the second group show 414

the highest response in that subscale and are significantly 415

different to the first indicates that these aesthetic aspects have 416

a strong influence on the short-term increase in training time. 417

This was further supported by the comments of the interface 418

having “addictive potential” and that they could “continue 419
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forever”. The choice of a fantastical setting was made for420

its inoffensiveness and due to positive feedback during the421

development. The setting was not modifiable in this study422

for better comparison. However, it could easily be adapted423

to incorporate a few different settings to cater to individual424

preferences in further experiments.425

In contrast to the sound effects, the music in the third group426

however was deemed a negative point by one participant, who427

claimed it made them tense and anxious. Although this was428

not directly commented on by other participants, this would429

offer an explanation to the increase in the “pressure/tension”430

subscale of the IMI. This is generally viewed as a negative431

predictor of intrinsic motivation [31] and could be part of432

the reason that the “enjoyment/interest” subscale was slightly433

lower in the dynamic interface group than the static. However,434

the number of completed blocks was still considerably higher435

in the dynamic than in the static interface group. This does436

not seem to reflect in any of the measure IMI subscales,437

but the comments during and after the experiment give an438

indicator as to why this is the case. The main drives to continue439

playing seem to have been the scoreboards and difficulty440

progression. The scoreboard showed the participant how they441

were doing and allowed them to compete against themselves.442

The difficulty progression reduces the task becoming too443

monotone, counteracts the onset of boredom and gives the444

participant a feeling of accomplishment as well as access to445

higher scores. These two game elements strongly feed into446

the motivational principle of “challenge” [11], [17] and with447

this in mind the participants comments support these as the448

strongest driving forces for the longer training time.449

B. IMI450

The IMI was developed in 1982 [26] and has since been451

used in various fields from sports over medicine to computer452

tasks [32]. As a self-report measure for motivation it was453

used in the field of virtual prosthetic training [33], [34], [35].454

Therefore, we hypothesized that it could give us an indication455

of what aspects of the the participants’ motivation is enhanced456

by the game and therefore leads to a higher engagement. The457

results show however that in this case the IMI was not sensitive458

enough to provide a clear outcome. This might be that the IMI459

alone is not enough to tease out the different influences that the460

game design elements have on the participants. The number461

of participants and the fact that they did not experience all462

interfaces to compare them could have led to results that are463

difficult to compare.464

Despite that, the IMI showed some interesting results. The465

generally high results in the “enjoyment/interest” subscale466

are likely due to the novelty of the task for many partici-467

pants. However, even after more repetitions of virtually the468

same task, the significantly higher results in this subscale469

for the game-based versions indicates a positive effect of the470

game design past the novelty. Additionally, the participants’471

perception of their competence of the task was correlated472

with their actual performance, irrespective of the different473

types of feedback that was given in the different interface474

groups.475

Furthermore interesting is the fact that all three groups 476

reported almost the same amount of perceived effort and 477

importance they put into performing the task well, even after 478

sometimes vastly different amounts of time spent in the task. 479

The generally high levels of effort could be caused by the 480

fact that it was an experiment and everybody was motivated 481

to help with the research. However, the similarity of the 482

results over very different lengths of performance support the 483

results that the participants are more likely to play until they 484

notice physical signs of fatigue with the game-based versions. 485

This might be caused by a reduced perception of strain per 486

task-block than when performing the base interface due to a 487

stronger immersion into and engagement with the game. 488

V. CONCLUSION 489

The use of myoelectric prosthetic hands typically entails 490

lengthy training in specialised clinics. This could be alleviated 491

by supplementing the regimen with a virtual prosthetic train- 492

ing in the home environment. This proof-of-principle study 493

shows that for virtual training environments, implementing 494

game design principles can be beneficial to the voluntary 495

training time of the trainee, counteracting potential boredom 496

or frustration with the often tedious and repetitive exercise. 497

The most prominent game design elements identified in 498

this investigation were: a more interesting sensory experience 499

through visuals and audio, a scoring system that encourages 500

the user to compete against one’s own scores and poten- 501

tially others, and a progression or change in the exercise 502

that keeps it from feeling repetitive and can lead to higher 503

scores. These elements are not specific to the type of game 504

used in this research and can be used in a similar fashion 505

in various other game formats. They need to be tailored 506

to the type of game at hand, as the same kind of scoring 507

for instance might not be sensible in different games. The 508

more important point is that the underlying game design 509

principles are incorporated to enhance the experience for the 510

user. 511

Elements like the ones discussed above will have to be 512

investigated for their long-term effects on the enhancement 513

of engagement in a virtual training task and will ideally be 514

tailored to the users’ preferences. As the static interface had 515

slightly higher results in two of the motivation subscales, 516

it would be beneficial to add the game elements used in 517

the dynamic interface one by one to extract which elements 518

have the most positive impact on the motivation. Additionally, 519

purely aesthetic choices could be made optional or adjustable 520

to meet the individual user’s preferences. 521
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